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The big issues: overview
1. How we define and measure national (or State) progress is crucial for present and future wellbeing. 

2. GDP is a poor measure of societal progress and wellbeing.

3. We need new measures of progress that reflect true progress – equitable and sustainable wellbeing.

4. Defining new progress measures for a nation (or State) is a democratic issue and must engage citizens.

5. There is a global movement to ‘redefine progress’ and we must all learn from it.

6. A key lesson is the importance of building wellbeing goals and measures into government

7. WA has a special opportunity to be an early adaptor and even a national leader of this global change
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Summarise the proposal.These are the issues around which I want to build my talk and our proposal today and they are the chief context in which the ANDI project has developed. 



Negative social impacts of excessive focus on GDP

• Increasing inequalities (of wealth, power)

• Over-consumption and unsustainable growth: climate change, 
waste, environmental degradation, unliveable cities, pollution

• Individualism and competitiveness reducing altruism and caring 
communities

• Push for short term profits before long term planning

• Excessive influence of big business (including media) on political 
decision making

• Concentration of political power and weakening of democracy
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The excessive emphasis on GDP as our primary measure of national progress, and on economic growth as our national priority, has over the years produced a series of social and environmental problems and distortions.



Why GDP is not a good measure of society’s progress
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Robert Kennedy summed this up poetically over 50 years ago, just a few weeks before he was assassinated. ‘The gross domestic product, does not allow for the health of our children, the quality of their education, or the joy of their play”, he said.  “It measures everything, in short, except that which makes life worthwhile’.  



CIVIL SOCIETY UNCIVIL SOCIETY
Focus on:

Equality/diversity

Trust, care

Collective good

Valuing parents   

Valuing
childhoods

Prevention more than cures

Protected environments

Safe places for all

Effective use of helpful 
technologies

Child needs as well as adults

Accepting of:

Inequalities

Fear, violence

Priority for material 
wealth

Parents not valued

Fast tracking childhoods

Cures more than 
prevention

Environmental 
degradation 

Safe places for the few

Excessive use of 
damaging technologies

Adults’ needs more than 
children’s



A ‘best practice’ WA Development Index  
 

1. Based on extensive, ongoing community engagement across the state on 
priority values, goals and outcomes 

2. Developed in WA and with international OECD-led peer group 

3. Shows state’s progress comprehensively in 12 key domains and overall, both 
‘current’ and ‘capital’ progress accounts, subjective and objective wellbeing 

4. Measures progress on 12 key outcomes against clear targets in each domain 

5. Tracks broad qualities (equity, sustainability) across all domains  

6. Index and status report in each domain annually in a different month 

7. Attractive, accessible format with strong education & public info focus 

8. Multiple policy uses and applications, including local and regional level 

9. Built into and across government - planning, budgets, evaluation, community 
engagement, legislation 

10. Used and trusted in the community as agreed vision for ‘the WA we want’. 
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Note: These are the 'best practice' features ANDI itself is aiming for, and we would love to pilot them here in WA


A ‘best practice’ WA Development Index 



1. Based on extensive, ongoing community engagement across the state on priority values, goals and outcomes

2. Developed in WA and with international OECD-led peer group

3. Shows state’s progress comprehensively in 12 key domains and overall, both ‘current’ and ‘capital’ progress accounts, subjective and objective wellbeing

4. Measures progress on 12 key outcomes against clear targets in each domain

5. Tracks broad qualities (equity, sustainability) across all domains 

6. Index and status report in each domain annually in a different month

7. Attractive, accessible format with strong education & public info focus

8. Multiple policy uses and applications, including local and regional level

9. Built into and across government - planning, budgets, evaluation, community engagement, legislation

10. Used and trusted in the community as agreed vision for ‘the WA we want’.
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